MBA - MS
ADMISSIONS 2019
Collaborative Dual-Degree Programme in
MANAGEMENT

MBA
AMRITA VISHWA VIDYAPEETHAM

MS
University at Buffalo
The State University of New York
**AMRITA at a Glance**

| 6 Campuses | 15 Schools | 1600+ Faculty |
| 2000+ Students | 120+ Disciplines |
| 200+ Programmes | 25 Research Centres |
| 350+ Research Projects | 175+ International Collaborations |

Accredited ‘A’ grade by NAAC

The Department of Management at Bengaluru offers unique master’s programme in collaboration with one of the top public universities in USA, University at Buffalo, State University of New York (UB).

The Amrita - UB MBA - MS collaborative dual-degree program was launched in June 2009 and has taken great strides over the last few years. On successful completion, the graduate is conferred an MBA degree by Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham and MS degree in Management Sciences: Business Analytics and Systems by University at Buffalo. The course is globally benchmarked against the best and the curriculum has been designed to meet contemporary standards and is continuously fine-tuned to keep abreast with the changing global business scenario. There are a wide variety of new and innovative courses that are supplemented by colloquia from experienced industry professionals, entrepreneurs, and our alumni. Faculty are always accessible and the students are encouraged to take up research projects and think beyond the regular curriculum. The premier business schools around the world have woken up to the need of including values in the curriculum, in which AMRITA has been a pioneer. We believe in imparting education for life along with education for a living.

**A Globally Benchmarked Education**

- **Finance**
- **Specializations Offered**
- **Operations**
- **Marketing**
- **Analytics**

*Shraddha Giri*  
Talent Management Executive  
BRIDGE11 Analytics Solutions  
Batch 2016-18

*Kriti Begani*  
Batch 2017-19

I am proud to say that I am a part of (future alumna) Amrita School of Business, Bangalore. I have learnt a lot here that has inspired me to grow and become a better, person both professionally and personally. The best thing in this college is its highly knowledgeable and friendly faculty, who treat you like family who continuously guide and motivate you, and who are always available to help you. Apart from the ambiance, the infrastructure, the co-curricular & extra-curricular events, the trip to University at Buffalo, were all well-organized and well-designed, and I’m happy that I got an opportunity to experience them all.

*Arvind Kumar S.*  
Business Technology Analyst (Flex Consultant), Deloitte  
Batch 2016-18

MBA-MS has the right mix of curriculum for career enhancement. This course has helped me to reach the desired position in Deloitte where I am using my technological and managerial skills which I have learnt over the past two years. I am proud to be an AMRITIAN.

**Placements**

- Dedicated centre for training and placement
- Recruitment by 121 companies
- Average CTC of Rs. 5.41 L
- Highest CTC of Rs. 12.3 L
- Placement in diverse and high-quality professional organizations
- Opportunities for Summer Internship in 126 companies

**Top Recruiters**
Eligibility

- Any Bachelor's degree with minimum 50% marks, recognized by the Association of Indian Universities (10+2+3 years of education).
- Valid score from CAT/ MAT/ CMAT/ GMAT/ GRE/ XAT.
- Minimum IBT-TOEFL score of 79 or IELTS score of 6.5 with individual category score of 6 or PTE score of 55 with individual category score of 50.
- English Test score is not mandatory at the time of admission, but can be submitted before August 20, 2019.
- Those appearing for final year examinations of Bachelor's degree may also apply, subject to the completion of their examinations and viva-voce, if any, before June 30, 2019.
- Candidates with work experience will have an added advantage for admissions.

Fee Structure

Tuition Fee : 10 Lakhs
Hostel & Mess Fee : 1.9 Lakhs
Total Fee : 11.9 Lakhs
Fees to be paid in four installments

Additional cost for visit to University at Buffalo, New York: 3 Lakhs (subjected to currency exchange rates)

Important Dates

Orientation Programme : June 17 - 29, 2019
Course Commencement: July 01, 2019

Apply online: https://mbaadmissions.amrita.edu/